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Taylor Talks
Exclusive interview with the
2015 Faculty Lecturer of the
Year. // Page 3

Understanding
Syria

Soccer Season

How will women’s team fare
Learn more about the history in the playoffs? Meanwhile,
of the conflict and future of
men’s team copes with
ISIS. // Pages 4-5
rebuilding. // Page 6

Scammers Target
Square
Ethan Beaudoin Student Journalist

D

o you know someone who uses a credit card?
Heck, you probably use one yourself. Did you
know that according to Security Magazine, 47 percent
of the world’s credit card fraud happens in the U.S.?
Consumers need to be more aware of scams. If a
deal sounds too good to be true then it probably is,
or, if someone wants your personal information over
the phone or through email then you should be wary.
Scams can happen to anyone or any
corporation, such as Home Depot and Target
where hackers stole credit card information.
This cost these companies huge losses.
The latest company to fall prey to a scam was Square,
a company that provides retailers with a small square
device that attaches to an iPhone to swipe credit cards.
According to Flipboard, a scammer posed as
a seller of travel vouchers on Square. The culprit
was a 30-year-old woman who used the Square
technology under the name of Creative Creations,
a company based in Nebraska. She allegedly
sold false discounted travel vouchers to people;
however, when the buyers wanted refunds for their
bogus vouchers, Creative Creations disregarded
their requests and never paid back anything.
Square admitted that it is often responsible
for chargebacks for buyers who are targets of
fraud. According to Flipboard, officials at Square
told the Omaha police that it processed over $7
million in card payments from Creative Creations
between last October and March. So far it has
cost the company $2.8 million in chargeback fees.
Even though it is unlikely that the culprit will come
up with the money to repay the millions of dollars,
according to Flipboard, “Square’s loss rate transactions
is typically lower than rivals like PayPal, so it’s not
like the company gets suckered into this very often.”
However, it is an embarrassing event for Square.
Their image has been damaged and they will need to
monitor their customer base to prevent further incidents.
While Square is the latest company in the news
to fall victim to credit card fraud, there are probably
many more companies that we are unaware of that
are impacted by these fraudulent scams. The bottom
line is, consumers and corporations need to be aware,
ready and protected from scams and hackers because
they are out there waiting to take your money.

New Selfie-Pay
Program Takes Off
Natalia Zreliak Social Media Editor

H

ave you ever forgotten a password? Well you
may never have to remember one again with
MasterCard’s new Identity Check app that allows
users to snap a selfie in order to verify their identity.
To use the “Selfie-Pay” feature, customers
download MasterCard’s Identity Check app, then
when buying a product that requires verification
they receive a push notification. Users then
simply open the app and hold up their phone
as if taking a selfie, blink and then are set.
The blink is what prevents a thief from
simply holding up a picture of the card holder.
This shift of technology comes at a great time of
change in the area of electronic payments. The switch
to chip-embedded credit and debit cards is being made
in the U.S. and Apple pay now allows customers
to verify a purchase simply with a fingerprint.
Authorizing a purchase with a photo completely cuts
out the need to remember a pin number. In fact, a recent
survey commissioned by MasterCard found that one
third of consumers have passed on an online purchase
because they could not remember their passwords.
Over 200 employees of First Tech Federal Credit
Union in the U.S. are participating in a two-month trial
of the app but it is expected to be out to U.S. customers
by mid-2016 and international customers by 2017.

RTD Announces Opening
of Downtown-to-DIA Line

New public transit lines and stations will be opening throughout 2016, including this one located in
Olde Town Arvada. // Gina Nordini

Kelli Catlin Student Journalist

P

ublic transit is expanding in Denver. RTD,
the Denver area public transport system,
announced that the A line for the commuter rail will
be open starting April 22, 2016. This line will allow
travelers to commute from Union Station downtown
to Denver International Airport for only $9.
The 23 mile trek is estimated to only
take 37 minutes. The official name of the
downtown-to-DIA line is the RTD University of
Colorado A line. The name stems from the first
sponsors of the RTD naming rights program.
Currently, tests are being conducted on a small
portion of the tracks to ensure that the railway
is up to stringent federal safety regulations.
The A line is not the only expansion being made to the
commuter rail in Denver. Other lines currently under
construction include the Gold Line, or G Line, which
will operate between Union Station and the Arvada/

Wheat Ridge area. The Northwest Line, otherwise
known as B Line, will operate between Union Station
and Westminster. Both are scheduled to open in 2016.
Ground has also been broken to begin
construction on the North Rail Line, which will be
known as the N Line. It will serve Northglenn and
Thornton and will also end at Union Station. The
line is scheduled for completion in 2018. For more
information about future public transportation
projects, visit www.rtd-denver.com/Fastracks.shtml.
Until now,Regis students have had to go to great
lengths in order to make the trip to DIA to catch a
flight. Travelers would either have to ask a friend
to drive them, pay costly taxi fares or leave their
vehicle in a large parking lot at the airport while
racking up costly fees per hour. The growth of the
commuter rail is encouraging ease for all by offering
more options for patrons. The expansion of public
transportation in Denver will give citizens more
options and will also ease commuting troubles.

The Future of Travel is Here
Jonathan Smith Student Journalist

as well. Cities can install the infrastructure for the
Skytran system for $8 million per kilometer. Each
magine never having to deal with car costs a reasonable $25,000. Compare these
the hassle of driving on roads again. numbers to what it takes to create underground
This
is
becoming
transportation, an average
possible rather quickly
$2 billion per kilometer.
with a unique system of
The beauty of the
transportation that runs 20Skytran is that it only
30 feet above the ground
takes a few days to set
on magnets. Skytran, a
up. The cars are run on
California based company
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and
has been working on their
these magnets produce
project for five years
lift and force, making
now and plan to put it
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to use first in Tel Aviv.
This helps in countries
Israel
Aerospace
where finding electricity
Industries will have a 900could be a struggle.
foot track with one carSkytran plans to put electromagnetic transportation to use in The U.S. will be
set to transport students Tel Aviv, Baltimore and Los Angeles by 2017. // WikiMedia seeing Skytran models
around the campus. A plan is put in place to add being built in Baltimore and Los Angeles within
more cars once the first car is running smoothly. the next year. The company is already receiving
The cars are capable of reaching 60 miles per hour million-dollar investment backing and is looking
and the technology is proving to be cost effective to be the future of travel in the coming years.
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Business & Entrepreneurship
to Take MO by Storm

McKenna Solomon Social Media Intern

T

he Business and Entrepreneurship Club will be
traveling to Kansas City, Missouri November
7-5 to compete against other chapters from universities
across the country. The competition is similar to
television show Shark Tank. Groups pitch their
companies and products to judges in hopes to bring
home awards and money to keep the club thriving.
Last year, Regis’ Business and Entrepreneurship
Club took a team of five students. They received fifth
place out of 64 participating groups and received $500.
This year, the club will be taking nine students and two

teams will pitch their companies to the judges. They
hope to come home not only with a cash prize, but
with an Outstanding Campus E Division Award for
exemplary innovation and participation campus wide.
Junior, club creator and leader Stef Ayala will
also present in two breakout sessions, presenting
the intricacies of spreading entrepreneurship on
campus and how to boost club membership. Ayala,
not only started the club but has seen it grow
from seven members last year to 18 this year.
“We’re excited to see what we can
do this year, especially now that we
have more club members” Ayala said.

No One-Trick Pony:

Getting to Know 2015's Faculty Lecturer of the Year

Brayden Weninger
Student Journalist

D

r. Jason Taylor, a sixth year affiliate faculty in the Department of
Philosophy, was recently selected as the
2015 Faculty Lecturer of the Year. I recently had the great fortune to sit down
with him to learn a little bit more about
his work, his teaching, and what makes
him tick.
When I first stepped into his office,
Dr. Taylor, a Montana native, warmly
welcomed me from behind an overflowing stack of papers on his desk. After
inviting me in, sharing with me about
how his day was going and graciously
accepting my offerings of gratitude for
his willingness to be interviewed, he
offered the following responses to my
questions:
Brayden Weninger: What’s your favorite color?
Jason Taylor: Yellow.
BW: Has that always been your favorite?
JT: I think I liked red when I was a
kid—probably because I really badly
wanted a red bicycle.
BW: What do you do with your free
time?
JT: What free time is that? (Laughs)
Walking. I really like to walk.

BW: What courses are you teaching of all that I teach. Some of my students
this semester?
may think I’m a one-trick pony but I
JT: This is a rather unusual semes- try to get students to think about “What
ter for me. Usually I teach the en-route are the habits of mind and heart that we
200-level freshmen writing seminar, and each need to adopt in order to answer
a paired Intro
that
questo Philosophy
tion?”
course and
BW: For
a
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who
el. This seweren’t able
mester, I’m
to attend your
teaching
2
talk [Socraintro-levels.
tic EngagePlus the enment and the
route class.
Eccentric
B W :
University],
Which is your
could
you
favorite class
share a little
to teach?
bit about it
JT: The
with us?
intro-level.
JT: The
BW: What
talk is about
do you most
the kind of
hope
your
universistudents get
ty that we
out of your
want to be.
classes?
I was thinkJT: In the
ing about the
context
of Dr. Jason Taylor presents S" ocratic Engagement and centrality of
Regis, [I want the Eccentic University"on Oct. 23. // Gina Nordini that question
my students to] acquire the capacity to [How ought we to live?] for us at Regis.
answer the question of “How ought we In 2011, Byron Plumley was the Faculto live?” That question sits at the center ty Lecturer and he spoke on a Faith that

does Justice, focused on the UCA (University of Central America in El Salvador). My talk was reaching back to his.
It’s hard not having Byron around. He
was the moral plumb line of the institution. I feel like we have to step up our
game a little bit now to do what Byron
did because he’s not here to do it…I
look at the way that Socrates describes
himself as being engaged with citizens
in public way but also holds himself at
a distance from his fellow citizens and
I wonder, what would it mean for us to
have this same combination of engagement and detachment? I try to challenge
us gently as a staff and faculty, to the
dangers of encouraging students to respond to the question [of how ought we
to live?] without responding to it ourselves. It would be like bringing a squirt
gun to a fire. Did that answer your question?
To this, I of course responded with
an enthusiastic “Yes!” What followed
was then a wonderful continued discussion of this topic, and others as well.
To anyone who desires to know more
about our discussion, head to ruhighlander.com for the full interview. To
learn more about Dr. Taylor himself, I
encourage you to stop by his office to
get to know him before he heads off on
sabbatical next fall.

other questions, I sat down with the
director of Campus Safety, Ed Perez.
Many have heard the most common
rumors circulating amidst students,
that “the increase in crime has been
directly linked to a rise of local gang
initiations.” This is false. During our
interview, Perez assured that if such a
rumor were true, Campus Safety staff
would not only be informed by the Denver Police Department, but more than
likely there would also be FBI intervention. Thankfully that is something that
can be crossed off the list of worries.
This caused me to question if our
campus was under threat of some sort,
whether it be an active shooter or a
threatening individual with a weapon
on campus, what could our Campus
Safety staff members do to protect the
student body as well as themselves?
“If it were a threatening situation of
either sort, Campus Safety would approach the situation as a team, since
there’s great strength in numbers. Al-

problem training students to use the
blue call boxes located all around
campus – seeing as they all work differently. They would rather we know
how to use them and where they are
before a situation that requires their
use occurs. In addition, they have
begun offering self-defense classes.
Campus Safety has realized that
the alerts are in need of improvement
and they are looking into transitioning software in the near future to provide Regis University with more timely and accurate crime notifications.
It is important that we as students
understand all services provided to us
by our Campus Security team and that
we take advantage of all that they offer. Before you post another negative
status or criticize Campus Safety staff
members, think twice. Take a moment
to realize all that they do for us behind
the scenes to ensure our well-being.

RU Safe? Recent Surge in Safety Alerts
Courtney Moynihan Staff Writer

O

ver the past month crime in
the surrounding community has been on the rise. This has directly affected the lives of many Regis students and faculty members.
In this time there has also been a lot
of criticism regarding campus crime
alerts (RU Alerts), some of which have
included the following: not all students
have been receiving alerts; the alerts are
being sent out a few days, and sometimes
a week after the offense has taken place.
Many students have become more
and more concerned about their safety on campus as well as in the surrounding neighborhood due to the
increase in alerts this semester. This
has caused many to wonder if there is
really much more criminal activity happening around Regis. Or has campus
safety become hypersensitive to anything suspicious and opted to alert us?
In order to answer these, and many

though the only item we carry for
self-defense is our Mace and handcuffs. So if the situation was in desperate need of further intervention we
would alert the Denver Police Department as soon as possible,” Perez said.
Perez also recommends that
students carry their own Mace
around campus just to be safe.
Perez informed me that there are
many ways Campus Safety is constantly working to improve the
lives for students, but hardly anyone actually uses those services.
For example, this past month only
14 people have called campus safety
for an escort. This is a service that is
provided by Campus Safety 24/7. If you
are ever in need of someone to walk
you home from a late night studying
at the library or just feel unsafe during
the day, never hesitate to take advantage of this service as they will escort
you home even if you live off campus.
In addition Campus Safety has no

Syria: An Overview

Kerry Mullin
Student Journalist

●● It all started in March of 2011,
when pro-democracy protests quickly
turned violent as Syrian Police forces,
backed by President Bashar al-Assad,
opened fire on the anti-government
demonstrators.
●● As protests continued, those in
support of a democratic government
formed a rebel army in order to fight
the control of Syrian government
forces, which ultimately sparked the
Syrian Civil War. In 2012, fighting
reached Syria’s capital, Damascus.

●● Protestors were demanding an end
to the violence used throughout the
Assad regime, which began in 1971.
The Islamic State continued to use
authoritarian practices to control the
rebels, including the militarization of
the police- allowing for the unlawful beating and killing of rebellion
protesters.
●● In late 2012, Turkey, Saudi Arabia
and Qatar began to fund the rebel
army as they took control of Northern
Syria. However, the government army
continues to find support from Iran
and other agencies within Lebanon.
●● A United Nations report estimated

that the Syrian Civil War caused
90,000 fatalities by June 2013.
●● On Aug. 21, 2013, pro-Assad forces
were internationally accused of killing
hundreds in Damascus through use of
chemical weaponry. This act caused
further involvement of European
countries as well as the United States,
making it known that they were beginning to consider retaliation against the
Syrian government army.
●● Today, over 7 million Syrians
have been displaced, and are seeking
asylum in Turkey, Jordan, Lebanon, as
well as European Union nations, such
as Germany and the United States.

Civil War in Syria has led to political instability and over 7 million
displaced persons. // Photo: BBC

Today, the United States continues
to support the moderate rebel forces
throughout Syria, leading airstrikes
throughout Syria against the pro-Assad
Islamic state. Turkey also continues to
support the rebellion army and carry
out their own airstrikes in both Iraq and
Syria. However, Russia and Iran continue to support President Assad and
the Islamic State. As of last week, President Obama announced that he will be
sending in Special Forces to Northern
Syria, to continue fighting the Islamic
State, backed by Russia in this area.

President Bashar al-Assad // Islamic Invitation Turkey

ISIS forces are using a myriad of tactics for their terrorist attacks // Richard Grenell

ISIS Moving Toward Mass Casualty Attacks
K.C. Kinney Student Journalist

T

he group ISIS is already very
well-known for their terrorist
attacks against Americans, and specific
religious groups such as Christians.
In the past ISIS has made their
name through videos that made it to
the media; these videos usually feature just a few people being murdered,
but they feel this is not getting them
the amount of attention they desire.
They have now decided that they
need to make their presence more
well-known to the Western world by
switching to mass casualty attacks.
This change is brought on because

of the competition between ISIS and alQaeda for attention and recruits. Mass
casualty attacks bring
media attention and
that media attention
brings more recruits.
ISIS is starting to get
other terrorist groups
to pledge their loyalty
and bring groups that
were once separated
together. The Al-Shabaab faction has just
pledged their loyalty to
ISIS after killing close to 150 students
in Kenya. The terrorists separated the

Christian students from the Muslim
students and proceeded to kill all of
the Christian students.
Most of the remaining leaders of Al-Shabaab are loyal to alQaeda, so this move
of pledging loyalty
to ISIS fractures this
group even more. Although both al-Qaeda
and ISIS oppose the
Western World, they
are in a battle for power.
ISIS is using social media to their advantage to get more of the young recruits.

Mass casualty
attacks bring
media attention
and that media
attention brings
more recruits.

“Many experts and scholars view
ISIS as a juggernaut that the international community simply cannot oppose because they use violence so
brutally and then disseminate it so
effectively over social media in an
effort to recruit new members and
intimidate opposing forces,” terrorist expert Max Abrahms said.
ISIS has momentum that has never
been seen before in a terrorist group,
causing fears in some about how soon this
momentum could be reaching the U.S.

Americans Volunteer to Fight ISIS
Jay Belmonarch Associate Editor

S

ince the terror group Islamic
State, or ISIS, emerged as an
important source of conflict and
violence in Iraq and Afghanistan,
Americans have steadily shipped
off to join the war. Most of these
men and women contact representatives from the People’s Protection
Units, or YPG, online. The YPG
(Kurdish: Yekîneyên Parastina
Gel) is the army of Syrian Kurdistan, also called Rojava by locals.
The YPG is the most active opponent to the rise of ISIS, and has
been engaged in all-out warfare
since the terror group’s infancy.
The FBI estimates there are fewer than 100 Americans fighting ISIS
abroad, but the U.S. State Department puts the number at over 150.
U.S. Marine Jamie Lane served
two tours in the War in Iraq. He
witnessed a town being taken by
ISIS and wondered if the sacrifices his fellow Marines had
made were for nothing. “I personally promised many many of the
residents of that town that things
would be better as soon as the
United States left Iraq. Well, when
I saw that video of their town destroyed, it made a liar out of me.”
American volunteers often wear
their military issue uniforms, and
join a company of mismatched
clothes and equipment. They often sleep on the floor in small
concrete bases and during the day
engage in lively trench warfare.
Patrick Maxwell describes these
battles: “[The enemy trench line is]
anywhere from 100 to 1000 meters
away, and everyone’s got flags up,
and we just watch each other. Occasionally shoot at each other.”
These men have raided IED factories filled with rockets and makeshift
bombs and report at least one which
appeared to be made of depleted
uranium. According toLane’s video
blog, in this fight he has felt a fear of
death for the first time in his career.
He also said that the equipment
and weapons they have to fight with
are like the ones Iraqi insurgents had
in Iraq when he served as a Marine.
YPG is usually equipped with
Cold War Russian machine guns
and rifles. Former Army Ranger
Bruce Windorski went to the region to avenge the death of his
brother, whose helicopter was shot
down by Iraqi insurgents in 2009.
“The YPG thinks westerners rely too much on technology, and… are not very good
street fighters,” Windorski said.
Lane finds bigger problems with
U.S. involvement in the region. “I
don’t think that we, our political
system, has the capacity to properly utilize our military forces in
large scale in the Middle East. I

don’t think we know enough about
the region or the culture to do that
properly. We need all the friends
we can get in that region, you
know, and there is one staring us
right in the face called the YPG.”
Windorski echoes the
same opinion.
“The only way
this is going
to end is if
the US is going to support
the
Kurds,”
he said. He believes that our
technology in the hands of the
YPG could end the conflict.

but I’m still a warrior,” Maxwell said
after leaving the Marines with an
honorable discharge in 2011. “I figured if I could walk away from here
and kill as many of the bad guys as I
could, that would be a good thing.”
Upon arriving
Maxwell
saw a procession of desperate misfit Americans come to
the war, “Guys
who had nothing to live for
and just wanted to lay down bodies.”
In mid-January of this year
American Special Forces advising

They are not being
paid, they will not have
veterans benefits, and
they dance on the razor’s
edge of U.S. law.

American volunteers bring together mismatched uniforms and arms to
combat ISIS. // International Business Times
All of these volunteers express
a feeling of being welcome in the
communities they are protecting.
They say that the locals are glad
to have westerners helping them.

the Kurdish military spotted him at
their base and sent him home. He
flew back to the states in frustration.
While many of the Americans fighting ISIS left little be-

Kurdish YPG trains in Syria. // Basics Community News Service
According to Maxwell, the Peshmerga (autonomous Iraqi Kurdistan
military) strongly discourage westerners volunteering, because they
would prefer weapons and training
from the west. The U.S. State Department also discourages Americans from joining in this war, but
no one has been prosecuted so far.
“I may not be enlisted anymore,

hind, some have made great
sacrifice to join the fight.
“Something inside of me just
snapped,” Samantha Johnston,
an American volunteer, said.
“I couldn’t allow myself to sit
down and do nothing, when all of
these children here are in trouble,
and I and me and my family are
just living happily in America.”

Johnston left behind her 5yearold
and her 3yearold twins to volunteer
in a war on the other side of the
world, where ISIS has reportedly
put a $300,000 price on her head.
“Every day is a battle not to come
back. Every day, I …I look at prices
to fly back. But I have a… I have a
goal here, and I can’t just give up.”
The emerging war is not only
growing in scale in Iraq and Syria, but has thrown sparks as far as
the Philippines. A volunteer army
led by American Suleman Yousef
has gone to the Philippines to fight
a group allied with the Islamic
State. Yousef, a professional martial artist and firearms instructor,
claims he trained with Blackwater.
“They’re hurting kids, they’re
hurting innocent people,” he said.
“And they’re saying it’s in the name
of Islam. It doesn’t work that way.”
Yousef is a practicing Muslim, and leads a militia of dozens of former military and paramilitary
American
soldiers.
U.S. soldiers are returning to
the site of a quagmire that has accelerated chaos all over the globe
and has taken the lives of thousands of Americans and many
thousands of people. They feel
that their work is not completed,
and some even believe they are
making more of an impact now
than they ever did while enlisted.
The nation’s leadership clearly
has no desire to launch another
invasion in the area, but military
force is being exercised liberally by
President Barack Obama to engage
terror threats, much of this with unmanned drones and the equipping
and training of regional militias.
These volunteers believe that
U.S. incursions into Iraq and Afghanistan have failed, but they
still feel obligated to stabilize the
region in any way they can. Here
and now that means fighting the
bad guys—shoulder to shoulder
with any ally who will bear arms.
The ideology instilled in this
generation of soldiers is naturally
aligned with rhetoric passed down
from the White House and the U.S.
military command over the last 20
years, which only evolved from
a longer history of institutional
dogma. This rhetoric insists upon
U.S. involvement in the region of
Syria, Iraq, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Kuwait for the stated benefits of stability and security to prevent a large scale terrorist attack.
Soldiers therefore share this
agenda. They will do and are doing everything they can to stabilize
the region for American interests.
They are not being paid, they will
not have veterans benefits, and they
dance on the razor’s edge of U.S.
law. They are not anxious to leave.

Women’s Soccer Eyes RMAC Top Prize
Tanner Stuhr
Lead Associate Editor

T

he Regis University
women’s soccer team
clinched a spot in the Rocky
Mountain Athletic Conference
(RMAC) playoffs when they
beat Adams State 3-1 on Oct.
25. However, the season got
off to a somewhat tumultuous
start.
“It started off a little rocky.
We definitely thought we were
going to have a very good season and then coming into the
RMAC we lost some games
we should not have,” junior
goalkeeper Kat Crump said.
Senior midfielder and
forward Sid Otto felt a lack
of focus may have been the
reason for the slow start.
“I think we were not really
into the season. I think that is
why we slipped up the first

couple of games,” Otto said.
said. Belzer also feels that the
up in preseason with multi-day
This year the team had the
preparation for the foreign tour sessions,” Belzer said.
opportunity to go on a foreign
has played a part in his team’s
The Trinidad and Tobago
tour and play
trip played a large
exhibition
part in team chemismatches in
try for the season as
Trinidad
well.
and Tobago
“I also think the
which the
team bonding was
team feels
a big factor. Being
has been a
there with our teamlarge factor
mates really helped
in their reus bond before our
cent success.
season began when
“When
normally we would
you do a
not have that month
foreign tour
to be together,” Otto
and you have
said. Crump feels
the ability to
Senior Sid Otto shows her skills on the field. // Christian Schroeder similarly.
train in ad“I know one
vance of it, it really helps crys- longevity.
point in Trinidad I just stopped
talize and focus your season.
“We were able to train on a
in the middle of a game and
We got wonderful exhibition
one session per day basis that
looked around and (thought)
matches and played against
really helped us being healthy
‘Wow I am here right now,
good competition in Trinitoday. We are healthy today
I am playing a sport I love,
dad,” head coach J.B. Belzer
because we did not beat people doing what I love, with the

people I love,’” Crump said.
According to Belzer, one
of the toughest aspects of the
season was adjusting to the
RMAC’s recent change in
play.
“The RMAC style of play
has changed in recent years.
There is a huge emphasis on
athleticism and physicality.
That takes away from what we
like to do in terms of playing
a rhythmic game passing, receiving and efficiently moving
the ball,” Belzer said. However, Crump and Otto both feel
they have a good chance to
win that RMAC tournament.
“It is very reasonable for
us to have that goal. Everybody wants to win the RMAC
tournament but for us we can,”
Crump said.
The RMAC playoffs begin
Wednesday Nov. 4.

we essentially had eight playdifferent things and for whatsaid.
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ever reason teams do not ever
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who had never played at Regis really come together. Even in
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early,” McCall said.
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McCaslin also pointed to
had not hit the post against
The offseason plays a large
some positives.
(Colorado School of Mines).
role in a team’s success for
“With this group of guys we We took the best team in our
next year and is especially imgelled pretty quickly. Someconference 2-1 each game and portant for such a young team.
times when you bring teams
they scored their second goal
“We will get into the weight
together there can be egos or
in double overtime,” Nicolosi
room and get conditioning

going then will get the ball
out as quickly as we can and
build from what we have tried
to do this year,” McCall said.
McCaslin also feels that the
offseason will be vital for the
team.
“The spring is always a
grind and a tough time. We
lift three times a week and
will play or run twice a week.
Our time with the ball in the
offseason is limited. With a really young group the physical
side of things will be big. This
offseason will be a good time
to grow for a lot of guys.”
However, for some the impending spring means graduation and the end of their time
as a student-athlete at Regis.
“It was definitely an experience I would not trade for
anything. There’s ups and
downs definitely. I got some
of the best moments of my
college career there and had to
deal with really relatively no
adversity in a real world scenario but it taught me valuable
lessons in a simulated fashion.
I learned things through adversity but only because they
happened on the soccer field,”
Nicolosi said.

organization that pairs children facing life-threatening
or chronic illnesses with collegiate sports teams. Each
child is drafted by signing a
four-year contract to become
an official member of the
athletic team; meanwhile the
student-athletes become part
of the child’s support team.
So far, men’s and women’s
soccer, volleyball, baseball,
women’s lacrosse, men’s
golf and men’s basketball

well. Our team visits Trinady
in the hospital after surgeries, cheers her on at her golf
tournaments, go out to dinner, as well as just hang out
at her house to play Wii with
her and her little brothers.
The relationship and bond
Team IMPACT has helped create not only with our team, but
787 other teams in the U.S.,
is one that is unforgettable.

Season of Growth for Men’s Soccer

Tanner Stuhr
Lead Associate Editor

T

his year the Regis
University men’s soccer
team was unable to qualify for
the Rocky Mountain Athletic
Conference playoffs. After losing a couple of key players to
graduation and injury, the team
was extremely young.
“It has been a season of
transition. We started eight
freshman and we find it a
pretty steep learning curve,”
head coach Tony McCall said.
Redshirt senior midfielder
Cameron McCaslin had higher
expectations going into the
season. “I think the best way
to describe it is that it has been
a little bit underwhelming.
We had some high expectations coming in; we graduated
a couple of big players and
(Maybin) was one of them. We
struggled to find a replacement
and he scored a lot of goals. I
feel like our biggest issues this
year was our lack of ability to
score,” McCaslin said.
The transition for athletes
transitioning into college can
be tough at times and this
appeared to play a part in the
team’s struggles.
“It was just hard because

Team IMPACT Affects Regis Teams
Jac Williamson
Student Journalist

R

egis University Athletics Department has
been busy recruiting new teammates ranging in ages nine to
13 thanks to Team IMPACT.
If you have attended any
sporting events within the past
year, you may have seen these
kids on the sidelines with the
team. Regis has partnered
up with Team IMPACT, an

have each signed a Team IMPACT member to their team.
As a current member of the
volleyball team, I have been
blessed with the incredible
opportunity of experiencing
Team IMPACT firsthand. On
Feb. 11, 2015, our team signed
an 11-year-old girl named Trinady to our team. Trinady has
been battling Crohn’s disease
for the last couple years, but
you could never tell if you
saw her. No matter the level

of pain Trinady may be in, she
always walks into our gym
for practice or games with
the biggest and most contagious smile on her face. She
has taught our team that no
matter what battle we may be
facing in our lives, the only
thing we have control over
is our attitude, so we might
as well make it a good one!
Not only do Trinady and
her family support us on the
court, we support them as

Perspective: A Liberal Arts Education
Pro: The Importance of Critical
Thinking & Cultural Skills

Siena Ruggeri Guest Writer

A

strong liberal arts education
is liberation. It equips minds
with the critical thinking to transcend
their reality and plunge into the
unknown, navigating the abstract
and crafting meaning from it. The
liberal arts breed adaptable, inquiring,
open-minded and principled critical
thinkers essential to any democracy.
Graduates have reflected deeply on
the world’s most profound conflicts
and injustices and are ready to lead
the charge to solve them. The liberal
arts perspective must be valued and
given a space to flourish if we care to
nurture the ideas that will innovate.
On a practical level, liberal arts
learners are adaptable. Foundational
skills such as clear written and verbal
communication, strong critical thinking
and the ability to collaborate will always
be attractive qualities in the workplace.
Millennials are preparing for a
diversity of careers, averaging 15
jobs in their lifetimes. At the speed
of technological growth, some may
be following the path to a career
that doesn’t even exist yet. These
transferable skills are applicable to
an endless amount of vocations and
contexts, making them appealing to
employers and graduate schools alike.
An indispensible quality of
liberal arts learners is the capability
to evaluate and understand other
perspectives. They expose themselves
to a diversity of political, cultural and
philosophical perspectives to develop
their own worldview. They contribute
to the public discourse surrounding
these issues. In this process, they
transcend academia to become more
engaged democratic citizens. Those
who can engage and collaborate with
other perspectives are essential in
increasingly diverse and globalized
workplaces
and
communities.
Liberal arts students emerge from
their educations more principled; they

carry a sense of integrity and envision
what a more ethical society looks like.
This desire for justice is reflected in the
historical trend of social movements
emerging
from
universities.
A tradition of ethics-based dissent
continues from the student protesters at
Tiananmen Square and the Free Speech
Movement at UC Berkeley to more
modern examples like the student antisweatshop movement and the campaign
to end rape culture and sexual assault
on campus. The liberal arts give young
people a space to explore their ethos and

Con: The Cost of College Education
without Job Prep

Taylor Mack Guest Writer

H

igher education has often been
disputed as the best way to
become a more critical and developed
person, but I believe that this argument
has become obsolete in the age of
instant information. If we can learn
about our society outside of school just
as well as we can within it, shouldn’t
we devote our actual education
towards utilizing every resource
towards earning the career we want?
I would argue that our free time

Should students study liberal arts fields, or focus their skills in
career application? //Gina Nordini

to consolidate ideas to make change.
There is certainly a place for more
technical, job training based education.
The STEM fields are absolutely essential
to the practicalities of a functioning
society. In order to put liberal arts
cultivated ideas into action, there must
be the technological development
and scientific knowledge to back it.
That being said, liberal arts
universities occupy a unique space in
the community. Where else can minds
gather to critically examine their
world at such a magnitude? The liberal
arts might not manufacture tangible
product and technical skillsets, but
they do produce powerful ideas, which
have a profound impact of their own.
The liberal arts university is a sacred
space that we must preserve if we value
the ideas that pervade our progress.

should be devoted to enriching our lives
intellectually and emotionally instead
of using the liberal arts as the only
outlet of doing so; we should instead
use our education to learn ‘hard skills’.
Allow me to illustrate my point.
Imagine, for a moment, that you are
the human resources director of a
promising startup. On the morning that
you are screening for a new position,
two candidates pop into your door. You
must decide who would fill the position
best, not who you like the most.
One is a bright young liberal arts
graduate from a prestigious university,
the other a newly certified accountant
from the same school with a background
in programming. Although the graduate

or the lens we’re viewing it through?
The lens created the idea of an
unknown, unforeseen disaster that
would change the way we viewed
storms forever. But in the end the
image that was developed was no more
than a series of flash floods, with the
Los Angeles Times reporting, “the
official death count from the strongest
hurricane ever measured: zero.”
The media has the responsibility

to interpret material so that anyone
who receives the information can
comprehend it and understand
how it affects him or her directly.
Today’s generation is fed so much
news that we don’t know how to
determine what is real. Headlines
intentionally create emotional knee
jerk reactions that make every
reader jump to the same conclusion.
The media is meant to be a
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Mallory Benham Staff Writer
Marley Weaver-Gabel Staff Writer

Please send any questions, comments
or story ideas to
highlander@regis.edu.

is well informed of the world around
them, has a charming personality and
an eloquent manner of speech that
commands the room’s attention, their
hard skills are nonexistent. Without
any training in a handson science, all
that the graduate could do is elaborate
on the findings of another, more
competent person within the business.
The time they had spent reading the
works of Machiavelli and Homer
have yielded a more complete person,
but a more incomplete candidate.
On the other hand, the accountant
could stand to read a bit more, but they
can bang out lines of code without
problem and keep finances in check,
which are two skills that your business
sorely needs. They don’t need to spend
extra time learning these skills because
they are deeply ingrained in their system
after years of hard work to learn them.
The skills of the graduate, on the other
hand, could be theoretically acquired by
the accountant if they simply balanced
this education by reading one book per
week and attended a toastmasters club.
One might argue that the great
advantage of the liberal graduate is that
they’ve devoted four years or more to
cultivating their abilities to reason, but
to that I answer: was a bit of cultural
awareness and self-improvement worth
$20-40 thousand in debt? In the age of
public libraries, free online courseware,
instantaneous information and pocketsized computers, the ability to think
for oneself is a pursuit within reach
for all citizens for practically no cost.
In this scenario, it’s preposterous
to spend so much money learning
about culture and thought when you
could’ve done that on your own.
Higher education should educate
students by primarily teaching them how
to make a career for themselves, then
how to direct their leisure hours towards
bettering themselves as human beings.

Weigh in on the debate: Is your major program preparing you for the job
market? Should Regis teach liberal arts alongside STEM fields? Share
your opinion on The Highlander Facebook page (/RUHighlanderNews).

Hurricane Patricia: The Almost Perfect Storm
Noah Jones Student Journalist

I

n an article written on Dec. 2,
2014 The Guardian addressed
media distortion, saying, “Human
nature is such that we respond more
forcefully to emotional appeals than to
facts.” In light of Hurricane Patricia,
the great storm that wasn’t, the
question must be asked: What bothers
us more—the actual image of an event,
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resource that provides news, with
factual information. The job of being
decisive or determining what to
think of it is the role of the audience.
That being said, the media has to
give us the factual, uncensored,
undistorted
and
unconcentrated
news so we can understand how
to go about life in the world.
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Moab Madness

Marley Weaver-Gabel Staff Writer

A

fter a month and a half of
school, students finally come
up for air and shake off the stress
during their well-deserved fall break.
The long weekend after midterms
is laden with flights home, 13-hour
nights of sleep and camping trips.
While students planned their own
itineraries for overnighting in the
wilderness, the Outdoor Adventure
Program offered two trips over fall

break. One embarked on a rafting
adventure and hit the waves on the
Westwater Rafting trip. The second
trip caravanned students and gear
to Moab, Utah for a climbing,
hiking and camping excursion.
In the Mars-scape desert of Utah,
students strengthened their forearms
on red sandstone boulders and escaped
from the obligations of university life.
On the first night camping, the group
journeyed to the iconic Delicate Arch
and enjoyed a sunset meal on the rocks.

Dorm Room Delicacies

The second day of the outdoor
experience was filled with another
morning of bouldering, followed by
an afternoon hike. Students explored
a cliff side waterfall and “showered”
in the deeper sections of the stream.
After descending the hill, students took
a plunge into Ken’s Lake and tossed
a Frisbee and football shore side.
To wrap up the weekend, the Moab
climbers took on slab climbing with
a certified company, with guides that
taught students the ropes. In addition

Spring Break Sneak
Peek: OAP Trips

Marley Weaver-Gabel Staff Writer

T

he weather is changing and students everywhere are fully embracing fall.
With baggy sweaters, leggings, boots and fleece jackets, fall becomes its
own form of holiday. Cloudy afternoons and the vibrant piles of leaves signify the
start of winter. During this temperature adjustment, a little dose of warm baked
goods can warm you right up and bring a “home cooked” meal to your kitchen.
As college students, we usually fail to utilize kitchen resources, which may
even look like a lone microwave perched on top of a mini-fridge. This fall season,
jumpstart your recipe archive with microwave mug desserts.

Pumpkin Coffee Cake:
Batter:
●
1 Tbsp butter
●
2 Tbsp sugar
●
2 Tbsp pumpkin puree
●
vanilla extract, a few drops
●
¼ cup All Purpose flour
●
⅛ tsp baking powder
●
pinch of salt
●
pinch of ground cloves
Struessel:
●
1 Tbsp butter
●
2 Tbsp flour
●
1 Tbsp brown sugar
●
¼ tsp cinnamon

Instructions:
1.
Soften your butter in a mug in
the microwave for about 5 seconds.
2.
Stir in sugar until there are no
clumps and mixture is smooth.
3.
Stir in pumpkin puree, vanilla,
flour, baking powder, salt and cloves.
Mix until smooth. Gently pat flat in
bottom of mug.
4.
In a separate bowl, mix the
streusel ingredients together.
5.
Blend until your mix reaches
a sandy, crumbly texture.
6.
Pour over batter in mug.
7.
Cook 50 seconds and check
mug. Microwave in
10 second intervals
after the initial 50
seconds to avoid
overcooking your
dessert.
8.
Eat while
warm!

For more microwave recipes, visit http://www.number-2-pencil.
com/2013/02/26/30-mug-recipes/.

to the rope work, Regis students also
descended into a slot canyon and
repelled into small pools and crevasses.
On the last day of break, Regis vans
pulled up to campus full of unshowered,
energetic and smiling college students.
OAP offers a variety of affordable
trips, available to all students
attending Regis. For more information
on the different programs hosted
by OAP, pick up a flier from
their office in the Fitness Center.

Helen Burns Guest Writer

T

his spring Regis University’s
Outdoor
Adventure
Program will be taking two trips.
One trip will go to the Florida
Keys for a week full of sailing,
scuba diving and sea kayaking.
Participants will sleep under the stars
on the deck or down below deck
as the ocean rocks them to sleep.

The second trip OAP will be offering
is a trip to Ouray, Colorado for ice
climbing. Participants will not only get
to ice climb, but also chill in all-natural
hot springs, explore ghost towns, eat
yummy food and stay in a cozy cabin.
All climbing abilities are welcome.
Come join the Outdoor Adventure
Program and Spring Break Away!
Trip registration opens this week.

We Go As Learners:

The Dominican Sojourn
Lucia Burson Student Journalist

will be spent in a hotel in the city.
Santa Domingo is usually recognized
he
Center
for
Service as the First City in the Americas, the
Learning welcomes Regis place where the New World started. It
students to apply to participate in is the capital of Dominican Republic
The Dominican Sojourn (D.S.) and the largest city in the country.
which takes place over spring break.
This trip also has a one-credit class
The
that explores
Dominican
the history of
Sojourn
is
the injustice in
an
education
the Dominican
seminar
and
Republic.
service program
This
of the Center
unique
and
for
Service
amazing
trip
Learning. The
costs
$1500.
Dominican
This includes
Republic is the
flight, ground
most
visited
transportation,
Left
to
Right:
Lucia
Burson,
Pio
and
Savanna
destination in
housing
and
Ames // Lucia Burson
the Caribbean.
meals. The only
On this cultural immersion trip additional cost would be for souvenirs.
students will first spend a few nights
There are also a few fun surprises
living with and getting to know the scattered throughout the trip, but I
people from the mountain village don't want to spoil them! There are
Arroyo de Torro. In the home stay there only 12-14 spots available. If you are
will be two students per household. looking to apply or simply have more
In the days to follow sojourners will questions go to the Center of Service
spend time at a Haitian workers camp, learning or talk to Paul Burson,
where they will be exposed to the harsh Director of Student Development
realities of work camps. These nights &
Community
Partnerships.
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